Trans Task Force Agenda & Notes

February 27, 2019; 11am-12:30pm, SRB Fishbowl

Attendees: Katherine, Danielle, Mario, Jackie, Betsy, Han, Dwayne, Riley, Quinn, Emily, Ryan, Brianna, Aryn, Craig, Brandon, Sarah

Check-in
- Introductions (Name, Pronouns, Department, Spring Break Plans)
- Website Update

Sub-committee Updates
- Names and Pronouns in University Systems - Sarah Ross Elizalde
  - Updates
    - Last meeting, CIO Matt Hall removed ETS Project Manager from this project
    - Asked to complete a Discovery Process to determine the capacity of this project
    - Felt like we were moving backwards in the project from the work that happened
    - Josh (SIS&T) and Anthony (Registrar) creating a plan for a project with a smaller scope (GauchoSpace and eGrades)
    - Joe (SIS&T Executive Director) met with VCSA Margaret Klawunn to determine the feasibility of moving forward with smaller project
    - Hoping for data collection process to occur soon
    - Meeting on Friday for update from Joe re: meeting with VCSA
  - Additional project: Preferred names in employment systems
    - UCPath has Preferred Name Field - connecting this to campus systems
    - OACIS going away, new system to replace - TAM - coming in December - Preferred Name options?
  - AACRO - Registrar Association - Article on how Student Information Systems can support trans and nonbinary students
    - Sarah will add to Drive
    - Changing verbiage on campus to move away from “Preferred” Name - Chosen Name
      - This functionality serves communities in addition to trans and nonbinary students (i.e., International Students)
  - Quinn creating a “How To” Guide for changing name on campus
    - In Housing Applications - names fed from Registrar
● Connecting with Access Card Department re: Fee for changing name on card
● Changing NetID and email name without legal name change

● All Gender Restrooms - Dwayne Mosbey
  ○ Updates
    ■ Tricia Taylor stepped down from Co-Chair role
    ■ Signage changed on 5 single-use RRs on campus, 2 more RRs identified that need sign changes
    ■ Co-Chair of UC Student Association is aware of the Equal Restroom Access Act
      ● Presented this information to the UCSA Boards from each UC campus, Joint resolution from all UCSA Boards to have an inventory of completion on Equal Restroom Access Act
    ■ UCSA also working on campus progress on SB179 - Gender Recognition Act
    ■ The subcommittee has not met, but an upcoming meeting on March 13th from 3-4pm
      ● Restroom Inventory
      ● Multi-Stall All Gender Restrooms Conversions
      ● Letter of Support released for conversion of 2 multi-stall AGRRs in SSMS
        ○ Waiting to hear back from a few departments
      ● Restroom Signage for re-direction to the nearest AGRR with information about bias reporting
    ■ List of AGRRs continually updated to reflect new RRs on campus
      ● Going to update list with which RRs have urinals

● Curriculum Updates - Han Co-Chair
  ○ Updates
    ■ Committee met to discuss priorities and to catch up new committee members
    ■ Committee is still open to new members
    ■ Working on splitting up course materials from SOC 152A to review content for an ask to department of what we would want from the course moving forward
    ■ Review content for problem areas to identify priorities for meeting with department to express what we would like in the future
    ■ Plan to connect with department staff, such as Department Chair, to express concerns and possibilities moving forward
    ■ Hope to make a claim that the content is not in line with current research
    ■ Relying upon the academic mission of the institution, hoping to connect to the reputation of the institution

● Housing - Emily Goupil, Julio Maldonado, Brianna Neal
  ○ Updates
- Waiting to hear from Jill H. before publishing the content to the website
- Adding Lavender Living to Santa Ynez
  - Lavender Living - 80 students requested this living option for 43 spots
    - Attempting to add more spots to this living option
    - New and Transfer Student Housing Application process will add to the number of requests for this living option
- Rainbow House - 43 continuing students requested this living option for 51 spots, constricted on the number of spots that can be added here
- Gender Inclusive Floor in San Nicolas has offered an option for students - Several continuing students have asked for this floor giving that it is a gender-inclusive housing option
- Webpage Content - https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hxkXy89X6P3zNDIlGch7WYL8JCMZeVKZH4hU2gGrNPs/edit?usp=sharing
  - Send any edits on content to Mario
- For mailings that go to students and their family homes: Best Practice - Names no longer provided, just providing address with salutation: “To Gaucho Family”
- Health Equity Initiative - Han Koehle
  - Updates
    - Have not met in a while due to vacations, illnesses, and SHS leadership changes
    - Executive Director, Dr. Mary Ferris, retired this month; Dr. Ali J. in interim role - has impacted SHS capacity
    - Continuing the TNB Health and Healthcare Experiences study, Moved into phase 2 of the study and data collection, hoping for data collection to be completed before the end of the academic year
    - Ask your students to complete the NCHA (National College Health Assessment)! Send students to the RCSGD for the Pizza and NCHA events - February 28th from 4-6pm, March 6th from 12-2pm
    - CAPS is hiring an Equity position to help with inclusion in CAPS
      - jobs.ucsb.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind=193334
- Cultural Programming/Education/Outreach - Quinn Solis
  - Updates
    - Quinn is the new Chair!
    - Next meeting on March 6th from 11-12pm in the EOP Conference Room
    - Discussing priorities and learning about the history of this subcommittee
    - Module with videos/role plays/scenarios/etc.
      - Colleague in TD who might be able to help with the acting component
• Needing to reach out to F&MS to help with the filming/editing/technical support
• Content to be drafted

Logo
• Feedback on logo edits

Next Meeting
• Wednesday, March 27, 2019, from 11:00am-12:30pm in SRB Fishbowl
  ○ Move to week 1